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The reinforcement p:t'ocessas·it applies to learning theory hae
been the subject of an increasing amount of attention in recent years.
This attention is re:flectedin the controversial question of whether or
not reinforcem.ent is a neceasaq condition for learning and it is Te-
fleeted even more so, for those who adopt an affirmative position on the
question, in their attempt to demonstrate the relationship between rein-
foreement and learning. Whatever the bias of the theorist there has been
an overall concern with lllaking more explicit the reinforcement process.
With regard to this latter problem we find several points of view as to
the nature of reinforcement.
Thorndike (21) made reinforcement synonymous with the ftlaw of
effect."The law of effect states essentially that if a satisfying state
of affairs follows .a response to a stimulus there is a strengthening of
the conneeticm between the stimulus and response. A satisfying state of
affairs was defined operationally as one in which the animal did nothing
to avoid, often doing things tG maintain it. A novel elaboration of the
ftlaw ofeffact" proposed by Thorndike was the "spread of effect. It Thorn-
dike stated that the action on a :rewarded response tlspreadtito adjacent
stimulus-response connections in such a way that non-reinforced connec-
-i-------tions aaJscent-t-o-a-reini'orced-connection-would-be--3:earned-wi-th-increas-----c------I
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bond. A more sophistioated tx'eatment of tteffect'- woas made by Hull {5) in
his formuletion of x'eini'oz'cement. Tissue need-reduction, or drive reduc-
tien was$ubstituted tor attsatisfying state of affairs.'~ Miller (12) ,one
of Hull 1s pupils,defined drive reduction in terms of a decrease in strong
stimulation. On a different level of analysis Wolpa( 2.3) podted a neuro-
physiological mechaniSlIlj S1dnner (20) defined reinforcement operationally
in terms of· the presentation of' e. certain kind of stimulus in III temporal
relation with either a stimulus or a responae--the reinforcing stimulus
being de:f'1ned by it.s power to produce the resultipg change. For those
who espouse ,association by contiguity as a necessary and sufficient condi-
tion for learning, reinforcement beoomes simply one of the conditions of
lesI'ning. Guthrie (.3), the leading advocate of this latter position; main-
tainS tha'ta reinforcing st:i.mulus acrts to strengthen behavior by changing
the situation so that pl'ev1ously developed associations between the stim1i1-i
and tlwresponse r-emain 'Wlaf'f'ected.. Reinforcement here may be def'inedas
the presentation ,of' stimuli that t'ske, the organism out of the situation by
In addition to those theories which adopt a ~irJglE? principle, i.e .. ,
drive-reduction, or contiguity, to explain learning, some theorists,
Skinner (2Q)and lowrer {14h attempt to bridge the gap by advocating dual-
istic principles (drive reduction for one type of' learning, contiguity for
another) while TQlman (22) puts forth a pluralistic theory.
It would seem that in order to be parsi:m9nioue·a theory should be
---~~-_.-r-----:------"a.....s generalaa I>0ssible, yet at 'the same time one that does not do violence
































experimental testing:. In line with this reasoning there are psychologists
today who believe that dualistic theories are not warranted, that is,·iihat
single principle theories can adequately handle that clasBof behavior
called learned. However, even though there is agreement on this latter
point, there still remains the question of selElction of one or another
single-principle theo17.When drive reduction theory and contiguity theory
are examined with regard parsimony- in relation to reinforcement, it can
readily be seen that reinforcement from the drive reduction point of view
differs from reinforcement from the contiguity point of view in tbat drive
reduction might be a special case of reinforcement by contiguity by remov-
ing the organism. from the situation. On the other hand it is difficUl.t to
see how stimuli that remove an organism from the situation could per a be
interpreted .8$ drive redueing sinceobvionsly stimuli that remove the orgBn~
ism from the situation by ehang:Lng its 'behavior .may do. so either by way ot:
increment or decremElnt in totalstimulstion. It logically follows then
that if' a test sl'tuatlon can be desiglied in. wh1ch behavior is changed with....
out drive reduction, or behavior is changed with drive increment (increased
stilnulation) ~ .and this is accompanied by learning., that such learning will
constitute st:rong evidence in favor or the contiguity Viewpoint andstl'ODg
evidence against the drive reduction position.•
Statement or Problem and Related Background Material
This paper will deal primarily with an attempt to present experi-















demonstrate learning in the presence of increased stimulation while ruling
out the possibility of arive reductlcm,.
Previous stu.dies dirE~ctly rele'lTMt to the experiment.al lnv6atiga-
tiona reported herein hav-e been conducted by Sheffield et. al.(19),
t1enkinsand Brush (7), HorCfw:tt2. (4), Ligon (7), and Jenkus audCun.n1llg-
Sheffield (19) demonstrated that mature male rats, :reared from
infancy segregated from females, would learn to run to a famale in heat
when th:eywere permitted to mount and effect intromiasion without ejaau-
lation. The reinf'orcemeot here is I::learly Que of drive increment and at
the very least it is not drive rec1ucin,g,. Shef'field concludes that these
to contiguity theory•
Jenkin~ and ..usb (7) conditioned a group of pigeoneat eighty per
cent satiated body weight in a modified SkinneI' boxonl\l. twelve minute
APR (a periodic reinforcement] schedule· until their pecking behavior sta..-
bilized; the bi:rdl:J wer~ then a15filigned to one (!If three gToupst one e*pGlr-
imental ~d tWG oontrall. The e",-pe:dmenteJ. birds wex's ext.inguishad by hav:l.ng
1:1 nash of light substituted fol[' food on B twelve millute APRsohedule, that
~s ~ the experimerrl.>al bird$ :received inere&llllled stimulation durj.ng e~1.;inetion.
The control birds were e.:¢tinguished under normal cc:m,troloonditions.
the experilnental cmd control birds at the one per cent point in favor of
the experirr.u$1ntal birds.. The results of this experiment are in line v..rith

























Furthermore it was reported that the snpe:-iortty of the light-up group
was greater in the seoond half of extinction.. The explanation fox this
was th2t the affeots of generalization d.ecrement 'Were most pronounced
early in extinction and. maintained less of an effect late in extinction
permitting the reinforcing effect of light-up to strengthen behavior.
.Generalization decrement was hypothesized to aceount for the dif-
ferentisl responding of the experimental birds early and late in extinc-
tion 'because the cue situation1 previously associated with pecking, was
changed much more radically for the experimental birds by the introduction
of light-up than tor the control birds~The phenomenon of generaliz.e:tion
decrement is such that the more a situation associated with a response is
c.hanged on a subsequent occasion the less the probability that the response
will 'Gccur.. It is significamt that the light-up birds were superior 1:.0 the
eon~ol birds throughout extinction despite generalization decrement ..
In another experiment Iiorowit~ ·(4), using pigeons at 100 per cent
satiated body weight., exposed the pigeons to three conditions in 8. Skinner
apparatus.. One group had the cue of the food magazine turning follOWing
pe~ at an illuminated Window; one group had the magazine tlU'nand were
exposed to the sight of food in the magazine following pecking; and one
group, the control group, w6sexposed to neither the magazine turning nor
the sight of' food.. Am analysis of Horowitzts results by Jenkins (7) shows
that 'the noise plussight-of-food.-group,and thenoise-group,ss compared





of variano$ yielding a P-velueot less than .01. ,The s:tght-ot-f'ood....noise-
gJrtoup was slightly superior to the .noiee-group indicat:i.ng that a two cue
change 'Tal:! superior toe one ou.eehsnge :in te:rms of reinforeem0:nt ..
Jenkins (7) reports a rS2D;a1ysis of some of Ligorlts (11) data from
a study :Ln which rats rena maze to different incentives. The analysis
pertinent to the pl"~$ent problem in'Volved. several groups of rats at dif-
fe-rent levels of 1',ooddeprivstion. In oneexperituent two g.~ups c;f' rats,
with t_nty-one hours ·01' :food deprivation, were placed in the maze* The
goal box ince.ntive for one groUp 1mS the Bound ela buzzer; the other
grou.p reoeived. fo.o.dinthe goal box.. The buzz-only group ran faster than
the fo~d.-Gnly group itl the first ten tria15. The sp$ed.of ~th groups was
fe:r the re.1J!Sining ten trials.. For groups 'With six and twelVe hours food
deprivatiOl'lf the buzz-only group waesnperior for all but the £irato! the
initial fifteen trial$) w.h1lethe food,..cmy g1"cup was su.perior in the last
iU!lsoeieted with au irrelevant drive. was supericr to e renrd associated
with a relevant drive. Such evidenoe is difficult fora d:rive reduction
theory to explain but is in no wise eontrsdietQJ:7 to a eont!gtrltt point
of view.
Other evidence having an indirect be.aring on the implications of
increased stimulation as %,'einforcament but a direot bes;r:ing on contiguity
I reinforcement versus drive reduction is that reported by Sheffield and
---'-If-- ---=J=..='8=o=k=i=DS_{lS) and Jenkiru$ and Cuxmiogham (9) on the I s~:read of effect • •
I
kllllll._... ~...__ IIIIIIIIII----.__ __--~__-_.......~1111111111111~~~~~~~~~~
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Jenkins and Cunningham stated:
In brief, the I spread of effect t is typified by a hi...
directional gradient of repetitions of incorrect responses neigh-
bo;ring correct orrevmrdedresponselll where Ss eire instructed to
guess a n'WllOOX' to each of f:l liIeriesof individually presented
word-stimuli" As orginally described by Thorndike, the frequeney
of repetition of the non-rewarded responses decreases with.increa:sing
rerootenses of the errors from the rewarded response in both a pre-
ceding and following direction. i'horndike interpreted the gradient
as the 'spread' of the action of reward from the reinforced eOlilnec-
tion to adjacent stimulus....re.spo+lse bonds, and bonds,and pr.esented
the findi.r.l.gs lis proof' of the 8nt,omaticef:tectl3 of x·eward.
They then point.ed out that t.he "spread of effect" phenomena can be
explained more parsimoniously by the gues$lllg aequeno€' h:r-pothesis previ-
ously proposeHll. byJ$1'11dns m1l.d She1'!'ield (10). According to this l1ypothe...
eDmpl" a slibjeet liley. consist.ently guess seven ,after haV'ilag said six"
Therefore. if !!l number SUQh as six lsthe ·eonsta:r3.t re~ponse to acana1n
aaven, is likely to be repeated because of the predisposition to x'epeat
sevenaftersi~" .Since in the typical: 'spread of effect t expez'iment the
correct :reSpoXl58stend to be learned and repeated, theaame sequenee of
numbers is likely to he given !"ollowing a correct number. That' is, the
The gradient of the tswaad of effect' was accQunted for by assuming
the guessingsequenee hypothe.s;ta would predict that he would say seven to
that the guessing tendency will decrease with increasing remoteness frQlll
subject mentioned above may have learned to say six to the 'Word fl dogft and













Jenkins ~nd Cunnir~gham found that when the typical and wall known
tspread of effect' eX],i)er.:unental design was changed. by systema'tiea11y
varying the order of presentation of the stimulus words in the typical
word-number situation thefafter t gradient could be predicted from the
nubsX' guessing hypothesis while the eVidEtnee c1id not indicate gradient
effects according to Thorndike 1s hypothesis. Fu:rtherrnore, in a second
experiment they found that when s1.llbjeets were instructed to write numbers
at T8!ldom an analysis of the data revealed that a strong tendency appeared
for Bubjects to respond sequentially_ More than two-thirds of the responses








This experiment demonstrate5 that the well-known spread of reward
of teffeet' explanation for the empirical phenomenon of I spread of -effect'
can be more adequately explained hom the contiguity position than from
the ai'fect position. The contigu1ty explanation is that sl1bjects have
well established guessimg sequence habits wmchshow up when certain lltml-
bers are snchore:d. in relation to certain words in a classical ·spread of
effect t experimental design.
The re.suIts of these 8xperiInents can be summarized in several gener....
Second: eue chElngas affecting two sensory modalities simuttaneously
elizations pertinent to reinforcement and learning theory_
First: a cue change which changes the organism is behavior tollow-
ing a response may 'be ,of' an increased stimulation variety end yet demon.-













The two cue change msy be more effective because of the increased removal
from the situation by the increased behavior change.
Third: reinforcem.ent by w~ of increased stimulation may retard
the extinction of acond1tioned response.
Fourth; in a situation where responses have been associated i)1. a
sequential manner prior to testing and where one member of a series is
repeated this repetition structures the situation :for the action of









The designs of the experiments to follow were based on the above
general:i.zations. The specific hypotheses tested weres
1. a} During ext:i.net:i.on the strength of behavior mIl be main...
tained. by a cue change aSl'3ociated with increased stimulation.
1. b) The effects of a cueehtange associated with increased stimn-
lation in the extinction of a laboratory induced behavior will 'be greater
in the seoond half or extinction beeause of the difi'erential effect of
geneI'a1izetion decrement.
,r'
2. Operant level responding under cond;i:~ions of reinforcement.
associated wi~n incre~~ed stimulation will be greater than operant level
repeated numbers than under guessing conditions.
responding without increased stimulation•
.3. a} The gradient of repetit10n following rewarded repeated num-h
1I bers will be steeper than the gradient following chance repeeted numberl!.






.3 .. 0) There will be no gradient follO'Ning rewarded non-repeated
numbers.
EvidenoE! in favor of hypotheses 1.. 8), 2, and 3. a), b), c) will
constitute positive evidence in favor efcontiguiiiy theory and nega.tive
evidence for drive reduction theory.
Evidence in favor of r.ypothesis 1. b) whi1econst±tuting eVidence





The First Light-Up Experiment
froblem
In the first e~eriment the problem consisted of a comparison of
pecking behavior of two groups of pigeons during extinction. :rhe experi-
mental groupreeeivetJ. increa.sed stimulation (light-up) during extinction,
while the control group did not"
SUbjects
. SeVE!ln mature pigeons were ueed.1The birds had no previous lano-
ratory history which in any known way would affect the resu1tso1' the
experiment"
A:rmsratus
The appara.tus ~ originally developed by Skinner and modified by
Jenk1ns (8), consisted or four semi-sound proof' bo:xes,eaeh divided by
a partition into two compartments" The compartment in which the animal
was placed was bare except r01~ a celhl10id pecking window at head height
1 Original.:I$ it wei intended that eight birds be used but one bird
had a history of erratic peeking behavior in the latter part of the sta-
bilization period, end also in the first few hours of extinction. Since
its behavior (a sharp deccrease in pecking responses) could not be :rela ;"ed




located in the dividing partition, and a food port, located on a shel£
below the window, through which the animal could be given food. The
8l:limal companment was lighted indirectly from a seven and one-half watt
source of light in the othercOJlI.partment. The second compartment contained
the mechan:ism for prsl3.enting -food to the animal, and a projector which was
focused so that a 150 watt beam of light could be projected through the
peQking window into the animal compartment. A ewitch in the recording
room was wired to the projector so that the experimente:t' eould operate
the projector manually. The mechanisms in the boxes were electrioally
wired so that each pecking response on the window wes recorded automat-
ioa117 on a counter and. -on an ink recorder in a recording room adjacent
to the laboratory. The food mecheriism could be setao that the bird
would automatically receive food following each peek or burst or peeks
on the pecking window• This procedure is known as 100 per cent rein-
f'oreement, hereinafter caUed 100 per cent Ii. The food m.echanism could
also be set so that the pigeons wcnl1d receive food randomly but on the
average -of every three minutes for peeking, or rMdomly but on the aver-
age of every six minutes. These proeedureswUl be known as three minute
APR and six minute .APR, respectively. Finally~ the food magazine a_ould
'be disconnected so that the bird would reoeive no food. This la.tter was
the procedure used under nOl"lnsl extinction conditions.
The birds were starved over a period of two weeks to about eighty
per oentor their satiated body weight. They were-then conditioned on




their behavior stabilized, that is!J until the amount of variation in
number of responses for each subject from d1ay to day ovet' a five day
period was sJ,ight.' The 'birds were then div-lded into two groups of three
controls and four experimentals each. The groups were matched on the
basis of their records during the stabilization period. The birds were
then put on a one hour a day oonditioning sohedule f0l4 an additional
eight hours. 2
The birds were maintained Eft eighty pex cant sat,iated· body weight
and extinguished at the rata of two houra a. day for twelve days" During
extinction the experimental pigeons were put on a three minute APR light-
up, that is, the projector would be ac:'tivated and. the light flashed
through the pecld.ng window at the same frequency, tor the same length of
time, and in the sal1$ random order that had. been previously associated
with food.. This was done manually by the experimenter. It might be aaid




. The problem in the second light-up ifas to compare the pecking
behavior of three groups er pigeons receiving three diffe3:'ent treatments
2 Since the birds were to be extinguished in two hour sessions, 1;he




with 3:'egard to increased stimulation during extinction, following condi-
Subjects
Twelve meture pigeons were used) The birds had Ii previous labo-
rator;y history of APR conditioning and extinction but no·increased stimu-
lation" history.
ApparatY§
The apparatus used in the previous study was modified by tying the
electrical circuit of the projector into the food magazine circuit so that
a flash of light on the pecking window could be substituted for food in
the food port" The only difference 'between the f:1:rst experiment and the
second one in terms of activating the light circuit was that in the second
experiment the light flashed on automatically when the bird peeked, while
in the firste:x,periment the light WaS turned on manually by the experi-
menter. An additional source of increased stimulation was introduced in
this e:h.-periment by keeping t..1ae food magazine mechanism in the circuit
during extinction. The increased stimulation came by way of the sound
altha magazine turning.. This condition was beld constent for all three
grolilps of .subjects. The birds were prevented from getting food by COVe%'-
ing the food port with black tape.
3 Sixteen birds Viere originally used, however four of them failed
to meet the criterion of conditioning and were discarded prior to light-up to




The pigeons were starved over a period of two weeks to e,pproxi-
mately .eighty par cent satiated body weight. They were then conditioned.
at the rate of· twenty-five reinforcements per day for eleven days on Ii
100 percent reinforcement schedule. Followi.ogconditioning each bird.
was randomly ass1gned to one of three groups: a three minute APR group,
a 100 per cent R group, and a control group •
. The birds were then SUbjected to extinction procedures.lJ:'he order
of extinction foteach bird was determined by random selection procedures
so that for each extinction session there would beane bird .frQ!ll each of
two groups and tv/o birdsf'rom the third group. Each bird was extinguished
in a single three hour period.
The three minute APR group was extinguished by having the light
:flash substituted 1'01' rood on a three minute APR schedule. The 100 per
cent R group had the light sUbstitu.tedfor food on a 100 par cent sched-
ule. The control group was extinguished tmlliar normal extinct:tQ!l. condi-
tions.
The Third Light-Up Experiment
frgblem
The problem in the third light-up was to compare the operant level




Twenty-four mature pigeona were used. The birds had no previous
laboratory b1stor,y.
!u<paratu;
The apparatus wee the same as in the previous study.
ProeedU%'!
One group ot birds was starved to eppro:rd.matelyeighty per eent
satiated bodY wight. The other group o:t twelva birds was kept at normal
bodywe:l.ght. I.nall other re-~pact:s the two groupeo! twalVa birds eaeh
were treat.ed identically. Each group wae further mvided into three
GrQUp one /I hereinafter known as the LIN group, had the light flash
plus the sound or the food magazine ope:r'eting for SElch peek or burst of
pecks at the peekin.g window. Grou;ptwo ~ hel'eina:f'teJ." mown. as the L group /I
had the same treatment as tooL/I group without the magazine noise. Group
three, the oontrol group, waaext1nguished under nOJ;'m61 extinction condi-
tiona.
The Spread of Effect Ex:per:i:me~t
Prpblem
The problem was tel compare the rate of number :repetition on the
after-gradient following repetition at reward points, and non...repetition
,










furthew,to compare both of the above after....gradients with the artsr-
gradient following chance :repoated nUlllbex's without reward.
The sUbjects were eighteen unselectedstudents from an elementary
class in psychology.
A series of twenty-one four by six inoh white nash ca.rds were used.
il. three letter 1'10:'0. having no immedistely diseernible:relationsb1p to a
number, such as, ftleg _ twoll , was printed on eaoh card, in large black
letters.. A list of the words is given ·in Ta.ble XI in the appendix.
Each subject used two recording sheets.. Each sheet was an ordinary
eight ~nd one-half by eleven and one-half lined sheet of note pa.per.
T.he subj.eetE> W$~ tested in a single ses.si.on.'rhe e~erimenter
.stood in front of the group and after reading the directions proceeooQ. to
hold up the nash cards one at a time at tbe rateot approximately one
every three seconds.. The instructions for the number guessing (control)
phase of the experilnent were as follows:
Put yOlU' name on the upper right hand cornerofyoUl'
sheet •.
This is an experiment in writing numbers to words. You
will be shown a series of twenty-one words one lit a time on
the$e CE,\:rds. The series will be repeated i"iv¢ times. To each
word you are to respond by writing 8J:1Y number from one to ten
inelusiveon a separate line of your answer sheet. One number
___t,o a line. Start on the top of the first line. Do not use any
system-of writing numbers, bUt reS-rona asrandomly-asposiiole witH
the first number you think of. After you have written a number J
18
cover it so that you cannot see it. :00 not look: back at numbsl's
that you have written.
The instructions for the experimental phase were as follows;
Put your nmne in the upper right-hand eorner of your sheet.
This is El learning experiment.. You will be shown a
series of t'wenty-one 'lords one at eo time OIl these cards ..
The series will be repeated five times.. To each word you
ere to respond by writing any number from one to ten inclu-
siva on a separate line of your answer sheet. One number
to 6 line.. Start on the top ·of the first line. Do not use
any system ·of v~iting numbers, but respond as randomly as
possible with the first ftumbe:r that you think of.
After you have recorded a number for a word, I will
say "REPEAT II or "DO NOT REPEAT 0 It If I say nrepeat" you are
to try to r.epeert that number when next you see that 'Word;
it I say Ifdo not repeat" youflre to 1.ry not to repeat that
number when next you see that 'Word..
After you have witten a number cove~ it so that you
cannot see it.. Dc not look ba.ek at any numbers you have
written.
The experimenter as he held up the .flash cards said firepeat tt for
the third, eleventh, and eighteenth card; for all others he said fldo
not repeat .."




The First Light-Up EJ..-periment
Table I shows the bird-b.Y-bird responses in the first twelve hours
of extinction, the second 'twelve hours of extinction and for the total
twenty-four hours of extinction. The conditioning figures for each sub-
,jeet reflect what the bird would have done in a period of time comparable
to that of extinction if it had continued to respond at the rate of the
last five hours of eonditioning.These latter scores provide a base line
for the computation of the percentage scores in the last column of the
t.able • The percentages were computed by dividing the extinction rate
fora particul~ period by the conditioning figure for the same period.
~'he percentage scores provides more valid index of cOmparison of the two
groups than the raw scores; the reason for this being that the conditioned
rate of responding is directly related to the extinction rate, that is,
in this type of procedure, what the bil'd did in conditioning oen be used
as a basis for predicting extinction behavior.. In this experiment only
one experimental bird had a conditioning rate higher than the lowest oon-
trol bird, in all other instances t.he control birds exceeded the experi-
mental birds. !he percentage soores eliminate this factor and therelw
allow e":x.tinction to purely reflect the effect of the experimental va:ri-
able, in this ease, light-up.
The result.s of the t teet of the difference between the means of




RAW SCORES fwD PERCEI1fXAGE SCOPJilS FOR LIGm-up JiliiD e:OlllTROL
Slmt"JECTS IN THE FIRST AND SECOND TWEL'\7E HOURS.'!















































































'*Conditioning i'igU!'e~ were Eln-ived at 'by computing m.eana! last
five hours of respoading and multiplying 'by twelve or twenty-four ..




second half,and total extinction }:."leriod are reported in Table II. For
the whole twenty-four hour period of extinction the light-up birds \9Jii-
ceeded the control birds 81though the diff'erence is not statistically
significant.. In the first twelve boura of extinction the two groups are
almost exactly comparable. The difference between the two groups in the
last twelve hours, however, demonstrates clearly the reinforcing effect
of light-up. 'l'he difference is statisticallY significant at the three
per cent point, oomputed Doth parametrically by t and non-parametrioally
because of the gross heterogeneity of variance ..
fhe Second Light...Up EXperiment
The statistical treatment o£ the data b'om the second light-up
investigation varied slightly from that of the first light-up. Since
the subjects were cQnditiened on 100 per cent reinforoement :and equated
on nmnber of reinforcements and time to condition, there was no n.eed to
control for eond1tioning bebaviorin comparing the difference-s between
groups in extinction; therefore, the raw scores, coded by diViding by
100, were used.
Table III shows the raw scores of the three groups prior to coding.
The extinction period for the three groups, APR group, lOa per cent rein-
foroement group, and control gx'otlp was divided into thfl first half of
extinction, second half,and total extinction period. It should be Doted
that no entry was made for bird three, APR group in the second half of
extinction end-t(}tiil extinoifionper-iCfd-.-Tne-reasonI'ortliis-oeing-tllat-i:n
the third half hour of extinction the bird. jalflIDed the peeking window and
----------------------------_._-_._--
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TEE ,. TESTS OFDIFFEHENCES :ElET~N TI-::E MEAl~S OF
PEROENTAGE SCOP,ES OF LIGET...UP SlIDJmC'l'S
AND CONTROL StffltJE.cTE IN EFl'INGTIOI'E
Light....Up
Control
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subsequent peeking respC'Jlses were not recorded. In all comparisons be-
tween groups involving the APR group the data from bird three were used
for the first half of extinction but not for the last half nor the total
extinction period.
The t test of the difference between the means of the responses
of the 100 per cent reinforcement group and the control group in the first
half, second half, and total extinction period are reported in Table IV.
The 100 per cent light-up group showed a superiorit1 in number of responses
over the control group early in extinetion, late in extinction, and over
the whole extinction period, the largest dH'ferenoe was at the thirteen
per cent point, in the second half of extinction.
The t test of differences between the means of th.e APR light-up
end control group, in Table V are consistent with the previous results.
The APR group was superior at all levels of analysis in eA"'tinction., and
the largest diffe:renee, at the eight per cent point, os in the second
hslfof extinction.
In 1'6.01e VI the two light-up groups are combined for S compsl'ison
with the control group. The trend is consistent with. the IJrevious results
in that increased stimulation as reinforcement shows its greatest effect
in the second ha1fo! extinction where the P value in this case reaches
the six per cent point.
The results of the second light-up corroborate the result of the
first light-up in demonstrating the overall superiority of the increased
stimulation bll'ds over the control birds in extinction. Theresults of
the two experiments are also consistent .io showing that the greatest
~1.HE t TES:/.'S 0:£1' THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN Tm~ MJWilS OF
CODElt* F.ESPONSES INEXTUSOTION OFTmt 100
PER CENT LIGH1'..UP GROUP AND THE
CONTROL GROUP
First Half' of Ej,.,"tL"lctiol':! (one and one half hours)
Grwp N Mean S t D. F. P
100 per cent
4 69.5 51.S 1.07 .26reinforcement
Control 4- 39 ..2 22...9

















TfJE t TESTS OF TI1}~ DIFFERENCESBEl'W8EN TIlE MEANS OF DOlED"
RESPtJNSES IN ElITINCT!ON OF THE: Al?'£t LIGt1T~U'P
GROll? ,AND THE COMROI. GROUP
Fu-st Half of Extinction (one and one half hoU1"s)
Gr01,1p XII .Me.an S t J;) i!' F.
____• ... ~._M.._...., -<.r__"'__' •__.. _
Second Half .of EJdilnctiol'l (one and one halt' hour~)
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~t.S'~lOonses we~eo~d by dividing by ten and rounding to the
nea;res'twhole number.
____...~.._~ I 1_. -...-..,.-.....-... ..... _:""". f • • _.......*_.. - __
---------------------~-----------
t i"'ES[ OF Tm D!Fl1EP,Ei"roES BETWEE1~ THE IliF.A.NS OF CODED
RESPQNSES IN EX'l'INC~I.oN OF A Cor~BI~JED
~J?RLIGm-up AND 100 &ll OEm'
LIGIfj.'...UP GROU.P AND
CONTROL GROUP
Firs'!; Half of Extinction (one and one half hours)
Group N Mean S t D" F. P- . .
Light-up 8 57 ..4 I;:L.7 •9$ 10 .17
Control 4 39.2 22,,9
_."_}l'_ If ~ ....~ :u"'.. *......_





1Jr otal Extinction (wee ,lJ:6Urs)
"
tight-up 7 84,111 ;O!'7 1.6 9 ;~O7
G.o~'J!b1'Ql 4 46 ..2 27.'
-:;I>._--------------------~-------------------------_._.__._-._... _---
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effect of light...up is in the second half of extinction.
In 1'able VII the results of the two experiments reported above
are combined with the Jenkins and Brush (7) rel3ults to present a general
picture of the course of eJl,."tinetion under elond!tions of increased stimu-
la.tion. The individual P valnes reported d0 not reach commonly accepted
points of significance (one or five per oent) except in the last halfo!
G;?:.tinotion fo;r two experiments. However,tbree additional P values crowd
the point of signifioance, one appearing for the 'last half of extinction
and the other two for the total extinction period.. It is noteworthy,
however, that all the Pvalues exeept one are in the direction preQicted"
that is, in all three experiments the increased stimulation group was
superior to theeontrol group--e:xoept for the one oase ,cited above where
there was no essential differences betwe.~ the experimental group and
control group in the first half of extinction.
'The chi. square technique of eombip.ing P values was used to obtain
the figures in the last column of Table VII. The P va1.ue, using this
lR.A.Fisher, Ste ~st a Meo,sta Ree WokI' {New Yorke
Hofner Publishing CompaJ:JY, 1950 , p.99: It\fhen a number of quite inde-
pendent tests of significance have been made, it sometimes happens that
although few or none can be claimed individually as significant, yet the
aggregate gives en impression that the probabilities are on the whole
lower than would often have 'been obtained by chance. It is SOllletimes
desired, taking account only of these prcJbabilities, and not of the
detailed composition of the dats from w'bich they are derived, which
'-~~~~-----cmaY-beof-vert-dll'fefent-1d.nds,~o-obtaina-~Ltngle-test-df-tne-signifi-
cance of the aggregate, based on the product of the probabilities
individue.lly observed. n
TABLE vIi
p...VALUES FOR THREE !NDIVIPijAL EXPERIMENTS P..ND CorilIBlNED
.F~VALUES FOR ALL EXPEF~rrS

























technique,? should be interpreted a.s the probability of obtaining individual
probabilities of a particular "Value, su~h as .OS', .003, and ..02, in a par...
tieulaw direction, for e.xample, in favor of a hypothesis that predicts
the superiority of one group over another.
The oombined P levels for the three experiments in the first half,
second half, and total extinction period were .085,.00.3, and .02, respec-
tively.. This reflects a significant similiarity in the l'esult8 of the
three experime.ntsat less that/. the ten per . cent level for the first helt
of' extinction and less than the five per cent level for the second half'
ofe~~inction and the total extinction period.
The overall analysis shows that although the P values for the aepa-
rate experiments in some instances do not reach accepted points of sigoif_
ieenoe, the results, exeept fo;!:' one ei.ted instance, are consistently in
the direoti.on prediet~d by the hypothesis" The significance of this
directional trend is obvious fromaninspectioXlQf the combined P values
two e-f which are at less than the five ,per cent point~ the t'hird one being
just beyond the five per cent point. Fu:rthermore~ as predicted, the great-
est e.ffect of increased stimulation show's up in the second half of extinc-
tion•
..
The Third Light-Up Experiment
The results reported herein are for fifteen of the twenty-four birds
used in this experiment. Nine birds were discarded for failing to respond.







The rate of operant responding over' the ten hours was quite erratic
end a oomparison of the three groups was not amenable to parametric methods.
In order to determine possible trends in responding, it was decided to
oompute a percentage score by dividing the number of responses from the
last three hours by the number of responses from the first three hours,
(see table VIII) and then employ Fisberts exact test to compare the per...
centsge scores for each group. This means essentially that a bird-by-bird
comparisOllw8s made between each of the three groups on rate of responding
in the last three hours compared to rate of responding in the first three
hours.
In Table IX are reported the P-values obtained from a comparison of
the percentage scores tor the three grou.ps.. The greatest difference found
was between the light-up noise group andeontrol group where the difference
reached the seventeen pe~cent point. The difference between the light-up
and control groups reached the twenty-six per cent point and a-comparison
of the light.up noise group and light..:.up group revealed. no essential dif-
ference.AIthough the iF-values are not statistically significant they are
essentiall~ in agreement with the results already reported from the extinc-
tion experiJnents. that is, they are in the predicteddir<ection. It should
be noted that the two euechange appears to be somewhat su.perior to the
one cue cha~e; this latter finding is in agreement with the results of
Horowit:z t s(4) experiment reported in Chapter I, where it was found that




1-U\.W SCORES*l'..ND FERCENT",4GES IN THe FlRST'rHPJT~ 111m LAST
TBP.EE HOURS OF A TEN ]lOUR OPERlU-JT LEVEL PERIOD







































































·~*l?e:rcent scores werecompu:ted by dividing the last three hours
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'* f.~hou1d be interpreted as above the median$ - as belCl'\vthe
me~.
The overall results of this experiment are in the directions pre-
34
The lSpr-eed of Effect' Experiment
The level of repetition following rewarded repeated responses falls
progressively from 15.0 to 9.0 to 6 ..8 (see Table X). This indicates that
when subjects were rewarded by the experimenter's saying "repeattt after
the subject had written a number to the stimulus words at poaitions 3,
11, and lS,andon subsequent oeQ8sions when the sub~ect learned to repeat
the same number at the same position,a declining gradient was generated
following this response. Tbeabove Mfills the conditions for a classical
'spread or effect' experiment.
In the second phase of the analysis the numbers repeated by each
SUbject were recorded for the three positions fo.llowing non-repeated.
rewarded responsttlS •. When the experiinenter said. ttrepeat tl at positions 3,
11, and 18 and the subject did net learn to repeat, the level of repeti-
tion in the three positions following was low and no gradient appeared.
An analysis of the control data shows that when the instructions
to the subjects were not to learn but simply to write numbe.rs .flt random,
the number guessing habits of. the subject were not hindered .qy the dis-
twaction of learning and. .the level of repeti.tion in the three positions
following any randomly repeated number was raised to 26.6, 22~5, 20.5.
Furthermore; the giradient of repetition under guessing habit conditions
was not quite as steep as the gradient under learning conditions.
:~':i'i
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MEAN .P.ER GENT REPETI.TION OF NtiMIERS BY EIGmE!~ SUBJECTS
FOLLOWING P.EPEJl..TED REWARDED NUMEERS, NmT....J:U1P.EATE.D
PJ!}W.ARDED NUMBERS, JiND nANDOiIlLY REPEAT-ED
NON-REWARmD NUMBERS
J?o:s1tion FQllowJl4g Repetition
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appeared in the absence of reward. The gradien.t following a repeated
number under tl.tIIlloer gueseing conditions was not as steep at the gradient
under learning conditions.. No after-gradient appeared following non-
repeated rewarded responses, end the level of repetition was low.
CHAPTER IV
DISOUSSION
Increased Stimulation as Reinforcement
The evidence from the two extinction experiments indicates that,
d.espite the initial decrementsl effect of cue change, the introduction
of a novel stimtl111s during extinction tends to maintain behavior" This
finding constitutes evidence in favor of' hypotbeses 1. a) and 1. 0)
which state; 1" a) During extinction the strength of behavior will be
maintained by a cue change associated with increased stimulation; and
1. b) The ~ffects of a cue change associated with increased stimulation
in the extinction of a laboratory induced behavior will be greatest in
the second half of extinction because of the dif'farentialeffeet of
generali~ation decrement.
The results from the operant experiment, while not constituting
strong evidence in favor of hypothesis'21 indicate a trend in 'the direc-
tioD predicted qy the hypothesis. Eypothesis 2 states: Operant level
responding under conditions of reinforcement associated with increased
stimulation will be greater than operant level responding without increased
stiJnulBt10n ..
A brief' review ·ofthe present experiments along with experimental
evidence from other sources in relation to increased. stimulation as re-















stimulation have been conducted on (J.) the acquisitioD of behavior (con-
ditioning), and (2) on the maintenance of oonditioned behavior.
Two experiments 'Using pigeons, Horowitzts (4), and the writer's.
experiment~ relevant to the role of increased stimulation in learning,
show that removal from the situation by a change in behavior as a eon-
sequence of stimuli inlpinging on thB suMtory receptors, or the visual
receptors, or both areef'f'eetiva in increasing the rate of responding.
Preliminary evidence indicates that a two eue change is more effective
than a one eu.echange.
Ligon's experiment (11) and Sheffield's experiment (19) strongly
indicate that an increase in stimulation, in one case by an auditory
stimulus and in the other case by VIEJ.Y of increase in sex "drive, II ean
serve as a reinfcrcerinconditioning behavior. These experimemts in
addition to demonstrati~g learning in the presence of increasedstimu-
lation also add generality to the evidence by demonstrating the phenom-
enon using a different class of organisms (rats) and a different experi-
mental setting frem those used in the previously mentioned experiments.
Three experiments, one by Jenkins et. aL (7) and two by the writer,
show that an increase in visual stimulation which changed the organism's
on-going behavior played I:l positive role in the maintenance of a learned
behavior in pigeons~
The Contigu.ity Ex.planation
Contiguity theorists nm.intain that the mechanism of reinforcement














i is behavior. Suohe state of affairs serves to produce learning by
changing 01'1...going behavior so that the organism cannot learn m'3W behavior
to the cue situation; thereforetonsubsequentoocasions in a like $itus-
tion the organism will do what it last did in that situation. It logioally
follows that the more the animal's behavior is chsIJged., without physical
impairment I the greater V'J1ll be the learning.
It also follews that the more the total oue situation, previously
associated with a response, is changed the greater will be the decrement
in respondi.ng. This is the phenomenon of general!zation decrement pre-
viously described in Chapter I. The implication of generalization decre-
ment to 'the phenomenon investigated in the present study is that in all
instances the e~rimental birds had a novel cue ehaDge introduc&Q iQ
extinctiQn, while the cG~trol animals did net; therefore, mlY reinf'orcing
efteet that the cue change might have by weyof removing the organism from
thesitw:rtioIl, must have first overcome the deeremental effect of total cue
change from condi:tioning to extinction•.
The results of the three experiments conducted by the \'i:riter ean 'be
explained by the above generalizations without additional assUlllptions.
Fer example, the light-up associated with peeking is known to have behav-
ior changing characteristics. Birds observed 4uring an experimental
session showed ·an appreciable decrease in responding; obviously, this was
a chm:lgein. behavior. li'twthermore, it was found that a two-cue change
(increase change in behavior) was somewhst more effective than a one cue
change even when the level o£ responding was extremely low as in the
-------'-------' --------------1
operan't stuq.. In the operant study., it should be recalled that the birds
had no previous history' of conditioning, tha"t is, peeldng the vrlndow in
theapparat'lls bed never been r"einforeed. When placed in this f:t'$e re-
sponding situation it was assumed that in the course of activity some
animals would occasionally peck the window in addition to peeking other
parts of the 'box. ThilS assumption was justified-fifteen of the twenty-
four birds pecked. the window at least once. Those that. had increased
stimulation following pecking- snowed an increase in X'f.lte or I'e13ponding
over the eon~ol birds from the first three 1',0 the last three hours of
the experimental session.. The reamts of Ho:-owitz·a (4) stu~ add
genereliti;r to the present findings.
Preliminary data from the second light-up also indicate that there
is a direet. relationship between amount of behavio:r cha.l"lge (removal from
the situation) and reinforcing effect of cue change.. In that expe:riment
there were two light-up groups,s three minute APR group, and e 100 per·
cent reinforcement group.. ~nen the data weresnalyzedfa:r the fir.st half
of extinction (prior to losing the loweat responding A:PR bird) the 100
per oent reinforoement birds were superior to the APR birds at the 23 per
cent point. It is assU!Jled here that light..up following every ,peek or
burst of peeks is more oi'B removal euethan light-up on ~. three minute
AFR schedule.
The reaults of the latter experiment also showed evidence of a
loss· in generalization decrement in extinction when a cue previously
associated with feeding was reinsteted. .in exti.nction. In the second


















associated with pecking in the conditioning phase of the experiment. The
reinstatement of this cue was one factor that accounted for the relatively
high rate of responding of the birds in the second light-up compared to
the birds 111 the first light-up. One way to put ito is that the birds in
the second light-up were extinguished in a 8ituation more like the eon-
ditioning situation than were the birds in the first light-up.
A drive reduction theorist might claim that the high rate of
reapondiDg in the second light-up could easily be accounted far in terms
of secondary reinforcement. ~his explanation with other drive reduction
argUIll.enttJ will 'be commented on in the section to follOw.
The Drive Reduction Explanation
The drive reduction position on reinforcement maintains that in
or-der far learning to take place there must be a decrease in stimulation
(drive reduction) or a stimulus Ilust be present that has previously been
closely assoeiated with the reduction of a. drive (secondary reinforcement) •
. It should be pointed out that those who ad.vocete contiguity theo17
do not take issue with the empirical evidence for learning demonstrated
'by those who hold to a drive reduction position; they. merely point out
that contiguity theory can adequately handle the drive redu.ction evidence
plus the evidenoe that is embarassing to the drive reduction position.
It might. be said that that class of behavior explained by drive reduetion
constitutes but one case of behavior explained by contiguity theory. For
example, no one would deny that food fora hungry organism is El very effee-








time, ingested food provides an effective means of removing the cues
associated with food deprivetion (drive reducing) but issue is tekEln with
the notion that learning can QCcur.only 85 Ii coneequencEl of drive reduc-
tiono1' its surrogate, secondary reinforcement, or its step child, ter-
tia:t'y reinforcement" The single-principle statement ot :reinforcement by
contiguity maintains that food for a hungry organism is e. very effective
wayo! changing the .0rgan1sm t s behavior so that it will do what it last
did .PJ:'ior to eatiJ:lg. Also it might be noted that eating isBtrongly &sSCil-
eiated with behaving "activity, rt and activity, in turn, is associated wi:th
food. It seemsraasonabl,e that these pre-experimental habits are carried
oVer to thee.xperimental setting. 1:lypothesi.zing :reduction in .stimUlation
as & neeess.ary condition for learniJ3g may besuper:f.'lueus" :'in fact, as
Jenkins (7) points out, there IDey be 8. hidden fallaey in interpreting
eating, drinking, etc., as drive reducing in that the actual behaviors
involved in these terminfl.1 responses may consti'tute an increase in stimu-
lation.. This quest.ion can be tested experimentally.
It is believed that a prohibitive number of assumptions must be
made ill extending drive reduction theory to acoount for the evidence from
the experiments reported in this pa.per,. The possible explanations for the
phenomenon of inereased stimulation as reinforcement would probably make
use of two assumptions; first, that some uncontrolled drive was reduced
by light-u.p, orJ second, tbB.t the Ij.ght-up was 8 secondary reinforcing
agent ..









mel'ely reUeets the reduction of this drive. Evidence from another SOUTee
indicates that this :is highly unlikely.. Jenkins (7) demDnstrated that
when a period of black-out ('turning off the source of light) was substi-
tuted for food in extinction the cue change associated with black-out
mainta.ined behavior. Since both increase in stimulation and decrease in
the same source of stimulation have been shown to maintain behavior, it
is unlikely that pigeons hElve a 1tnaturaln driva to seek light or dark.
It is possible that other drives might have been operating such as
an exploratory (holve, or a curiosity drive__or even sex-and they weI's
reduced by the animalsa.ctinty in the apJ}$ratus. fhe possibility of such
assumed drives cannot be refuted.. It seems, however, to be more pars1-
moniou.s to account for the phenomenon of learning \nth a single general
principle than to {'invent" drives to account for every exception to the
drive reduction position.
The secondary rein.f·orcement explsnaticIl o£ the reinfoz'cing effect
of light-up would necessitate making an ·sssumption that sometime in the
past history of the organism, increase in visual stimulation had 'been
associated. with the reduction of s. drive and this was associated with
pecking at something similar to a pecking window.. This rather tenu.ous
explanation does not seem adequate in view of the laboratory procEldure$
used in handling the pigeons. To the best of the writer's knowledge no
systematic increase in ll1mn1nation had been associated with the pigeons f
pecking in their hame cages. As a matter of fact, constant illumination
1




The secondary reinforcement e%planation of. the high retsof 1'6-
spondi.ng of thEl birds in theseeond experiment compared to the lower rate
of responding ·0£ the birds in the first light-u.p is in no wayineompt:itible
with the 6vide-nee. Secondary reinforcement in this instance can aocouut
for the high level of responding, but it does not seem that itcen account
for the superiority in responding S$sociated with increase-d stimulation.
,Guessing Habits and thl!!t ttSpread of Effectn
The results of theltspreadof effeetU experiment constitute evidence
in favor of hypotheses .3. a), 3. b), and.3. c) which state: 3. a) The
gradient of repetition following rewarded repeated numbers will bestee,pe1'
than the gradient following ehanoe repeated numbers. .3. b) The level of
repetition will be lower follOWing reVlardedrepeatad numbers than under
guessing conditions. J~ e) There will be no gradient following rewarded
non-repeated numbers. These resultscor:roberate the findings of Sheffield
and Je.nkinl3 (1$), and can be considered additional evidence for a contiguity
explan~tion of the uspread of effeet.u
The after-gradients of repetition following rewarded repetitions
indieate that the non-rewarded gradient is higher than the :rewarded gra..
dient. This is interpreted from the contiguity position in termaof the
distraoting effect of instructions to learn on number guessing habits.
This explanation is based on the empirical evidence that people in our
eulture have well established number guessing habits; further, that in an
experiment of the ttspread of effectt! variety where the subjects are in...
















will play a major role in the sequential order in which the numbers are
repeated, and that, in additiol'll' reward does not acoount for the rate of
TspetitioD nor the after-gradient 'because reward was not present. Reward
of a repeatednumoor serves to anchor the nUlIiberso that previoUSly estab....
lished hab!ts of' guessing oan operate. . In fact, the action of a rewa:rded
repetition with instructions to learn, appears to cause the subjeot to
concentrate on. the t.aak and this interferes with his number guessing
habits. The .after-gra.dient following rewarderirepeated .responses and
the after-g;rsdient following non-rewarded repeated :responses bear this
out. The level of repetition is higher when the subject is not distracted
with instructions to learn.. Further evidsnoe indicating that reward does
not acoount for the after...gradi.ent is seen in the overall low level or
repetition and lack of the after-gradient following repeated non-rewarded
1J.'he oontiguity position thQt the habits the subject brings to the
phenomenon, withautassuming the action of drive reduction by ws.y of
rewara.,or bJr- way of Xhorndikets "eonfirmatory reaction,1t is borne out
by the experiment reported in this plilper;,
CHAFTER V
smmARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Three ElJl-psrimsnts were eonducted to studY the effect. of increased
stimulation on behavior. The experiments were designed. to test the impl1-
cation of. driva reduction as a reinforcing agent against removal from the
8ituatien by cue change as reinforcement. In one aonditioning experiment
inoreased stimulation was introduced by a visual stimulus and a combina-
tien of.' an auditory stimulus with a visual stimulus. In two extinction
experiments increased stimulation was introduced by an increase in visual
stinlu.lation.
The conclusion drawn from these experiments were; 1.) that in-
.creased stimulation oan serve fI.S a reinforce:r in the acquisition of
behavior and in the maintenance of behavior. 2.) Theevioonee indicates
in a preliminary fashion ths.t a two-cue change iss more effectiw :rein-
torcer than a one-eue change.. 3.) Ine:reased st.imulation oithe variety
used in these ex;pea"i.ments is more effective in the latter stages of
extinction than in the earlier ones because of the decrementsl effect of
reduction point of view.
cue change early in extinction"
The tlu'eee:1q>eriments were interpreted a.s evidence for the conti-
guity prineiple of reinforcement and as evidence aga:lnst the drive
Onee:xperiment was conducted with humans to study the implications














Furthermore a low level of !!.-epetition wIthout any afte:r'-gradient occurred
follewipg non-repeated re~rdBd numbers in a learning situation.
The conclusions drawni'rom this e:J..~periJne.nt were that the nmnber
guessing habita a subject brings to the test situation in a 'spread of
effect' experiment can adequately account for the I spread' phenoIDEmon
without additiona! asslJDlpt:Lonsabout the reinforcing efr·ect of reward.
The experiment was interpreted as evidence in favor of contiguity theory
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}10"!JRLY OPERANT RESPONSES FOR THREE OH.Ol.i'PS OF P::CGEffilIS
Li.ght only
1 © 0 1 0 0 5 0 0 0 0
2- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
:3 54 0 0 0 0 0 0 () ;2 lS
4 3 2 10 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
5 1.3 4 1 1 0 4 :2 4 1. 1
" 0 Q 0 () {) 1 0 1 0 1'."1 {) 0 0 0 ,0 0 0 0 0 0
S 0 0 0 0 D 0 0 t) 0 {)
aclA _1_-
CoP-trol
1 .3 1,3 .3 4 :; 1 0 1 0 (}
:2 0 0 4 '" 0 0 15 0 0 0;:;
.3 4 .1 0 0 1 /) 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 .1 0 0
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 () 0 0

































REPETITION OF NUMBERS IN THR1l.'E SERIM.. POSITIOHS FOLLOWItlG
A REFEJllt'ED m£.WAPJE:ONUM:smR, AND FOLLOWING A.
NON.,..'f'J:f:~A11J5D REW!RDiiU) NUMBER WrJ;H
:.tNSTRUCTIONS TO IlEARN '.ro
REIEllJr REWARDEJ) NllilIffiE:PtS
..-..~
!!eneated Rewarded Lon-nm!f;l'tEtd !~'i"~!'de~
Subject 0 1 2 ? 0 1 :2 :3.;I
..... -- .. '" ...
1 4 (') 0 0 $ 0 0 1
;2 12 4 2 () 0 0 0 0
:3 8 1 2 0 4 0 1 1
1;. 4 0 0 1 8 1 2 1
5 12 2 1 () 0 0 0 0
6 11 1 () 1 1 0 0 0
7 6 1 0 {) 6 £) 0 0
S 5 1 0 1 ", 0 2 0--
9 7 1 0 1 5 0 () 0
10 9 2 2 0 .... 0 0 0J)
11 12 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
12 4 0 1 () $ 1 1 1
13 2 {) 0 0 10 £) 1 1
14 5 0 0 1 7 1 0 1
1;.5 _20 4 0 2 2 0 1 1
16 9 0 1 1 3 0 £) 0
17 6 1 1 0 6 () 1 1





















P..EP.E:Tr.cION OF NUMBEP",':\ FOR THREE SEn!AL POSITIONS m'ER
REP.E.:A'l'ED NU1d;BE:RS FOLLOWING INSTRuCTlillJSTO
WRITE_ 1:~·UMBERS OlilE TO TEN F'iJU\fDil.JILI
WITHam' REWARD
.. '1 .._ ., -_ • .... ,.. ~,~_. ~., ..... ...._.__.,.,. .......~__-"
~ '0 _.___ _..... _.--...,__....-.-..__~_~
Fos;i.tion ,....
0 1 .2 3
1.'3 0 0 0
26 2 .3 :2
20 1 .3 5
33 g. 8 .3
19 1 4 2
36 9 10 1.3~
~ 12 () 4
20 '7 .'3 :3
30 5 5 6
36 9 14 9
60 26 22 15
39 iLl- 12 9
25 5 4 .5
26 4- .3 '7
42 m. 12 11
36 6 4 5
17 3 2 1
40 12 8 11
- "1'0-'-1
